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NEXT UPDATE : 1.0

0.9.6-beta : **LAST BETA UPDATE**

- The site's help has been updated
- Graphical changes to discovery sheets (VISIT button and more)
- Add a button to copy the url from a discovery
- Display the version at the very bottom of the website
- Limit the number of additions to 5 stars per day per member (this number will increase in the future)

**Bugs fixes / Modifications :**

- Updating the latest translations

0.9.5-beta : **INTERFACE IMPROVEMENT UPDATE**

- Addition of a message in the forms page specifying that any mail that is not related to the site or is advertising will be ignored and blocked
- Requires registration now to post discoveries
- The site introduction is displayed only once. You will normally be automatically redirected to the introduction if this is your first visit to the site, regardless of the link
- User ergonomics has been improved with a lighter navigation bar and access to account features and settings at the top of the website

**Bugs fixes / Modifications:**

- Updating the latest translations
- In other languages, the gear display was too far to the left in English, for example
- Notification settings are now made directly after the settings are saved
- Restoring the "Stay connected" option (need to be tested again)

**0.9.4-beta : DYNAMIC UPDATE**

![0.9.4-beta UPDATE](image)

- Improved list dynamism (sorting it, searching it, adding likes,...)
- Gearing to set its profile on the notification
- A trailer will be available at the beta end.

**Bugs fixes / Modifications:**

- Updating the latest translations

**0.9.3-beta : NEWS UPDATE**

![0.9.3-beta UPDATE](image)
- Add a NEWS section, with the news and current events of the Space Engine Archive Project website
- Checks if a connected user has seen the latest news: displays a notification and marks each unread news as unread
- Create a "Settings" page in the Profile section
- "Allow notifications" option added

**Bugs fixes / Modifications:**

- Changing the paging display
- Improved display of the screenshot on the GENERATE page
- Improvement of most of the "Import" buttons

**0.9.2-beta:**

[Image of 0.9.2-beta update]

- Added a webhook notification system on the Discord server each time a star is added.
- Addition of a SKIP button to skip the website introduction
- Adding the uTip button
- Add the names of those who contributed to the translation

**Bugs fixes / Modifications:**

- Correction of the display of the language bar on some browsers
- Automatically select the topic Report in the FEEDBACK section if a report is carried out.
- Changing the background of the site's home page (video)
- The image on the credits page has been cropped
- More special characters are now supported
0.9.1-beta:

- Possibility to consult the profile of other members
- Button for reporting a problem datasheet
- Adding a Patreon button
- Added a CREDITS page to display supporters on Patreon

Bug fixes / Modifications:

- Profile pictures that are not square are now resized correctly but distorted
- Minor graphic corrections

0.9-beta: PROFILE UPDATE

- Each member has an editable profile page
- Possibility to customize your session once logged in (background)
- Ability to change your password and delete your account with password confirmation
- Addition of a form and its access in a new section "REPORT".
- Paypal and Tipeee donation system
- Adapt the export system to the new files (for the creator only)

**Bug fixes / Modifications:**
- No bugs have been fixed for the upgrade to this version.

**0.8.1-beta:**

- Improved translation system (now online and collaborative)
- Set up a backup system for archives to be exported
- Display next to the name if the person is admin or moderator (in the same way as the creator)
- Possibility to click on a link under the title in the list to copy in the clipboard the url se://
- Modification of the email interface

**Bug fixes / Modifications:**
- The password when changing the password by email is also restricted.
- The navigation bar was no longer displayed when you made a mistake when you logged in.

**0.8-beta** : **USER UPDATE**
- Add moderation tools (moderator account, sheet management, ...)
- Possibility of completely modifying its records
- Administrators can completely modify a record. Moderators can only delete the screenshot or record
- Possibility to display the user’s likes via the list in the EXPLORATE section by alternately clicking on ONLY OFF/ONLY ON
- Password writing rules (1 capital letter, 1 number and 8 characters minimum)
- Possibility to display or not the password when logging in and registering
- Display in a small bubble by hovering over the areas concerned a brief help for each part of the generation page (URL and Screenshot)

**Bug fixes / Modifications :**

- Graphical adjustments (miniature screenshot with a white halo)
- The date must be displayed in all languages (this was not the case in Italian)

**0.7.1-beta :**
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- Display the search that has been performed in the search bar
- You can now choose the number of lines to display per page
- Display the total number of likes on the bodie’s sheet
- Display a heart that will remain grey in the likes column for anonymous people

**Bug fixes / Modifications :**

- From now on, administrators cannot modify the permissions of other administrators except the creator
- When a member is deleted, his likes and cards are reset
- The preview screenshot is now displayed in front of the navigation bar and no longer behind

**0.7-beta :** **LIST UPDATE**
- Display an overview of the respective star by hovering over the list of bodies (miniature)
- Put the title with the basic name of the star (RS-#### / Title)
- Add a likes system requiring an account (favoring the visibility of some stars if they have the selections by like)
- Possibility to sort the lists by categories (id, likes, name, etc...)
- Implement a search bar

**Bug fixes / Modifications:**

- Nothing for this update

**0.6.1-beta:**

- Add social network icons at the bottom of the page

**Bug fixes / Modifications:**

- User is automatically redirected if he tries to put anything in the URL of the site
- Correct the display of the author when it's anonymous
- Fixed the use of site scripts
- The date of the cards presented encoding problems for some characters

**0.6-beta: GRAPHIC UPDATE**
- New language: Italian
- The interface of the site has been completely redesigned
- Possibility to see and modify the list of its records (incomplete at this stage)

**Bug fixes / Modifications:**

- The default screenshot could be deleted
- The possibility of downloading the sheets has been withdrawn due to its limited usefulness at the moment

---

**0.5-beta : HELP UPDATE**

- New language: Spanish
- From now on, you can change the language but stay on any page
- Big improvement of the HELP section, with new sections in the new navigation bar
(referencing a celestial body / consulting bodies / visiting them / creating an account / translation / T.C.U.)
- Addition of general conditions of use (French & English only)
- Add in the help the link to the steam guide to add the protocol of URL redirection of Space Engine
- Modification of the website logo
- Graphical improvement of the language choice bar and the overall site title
- Take into account the change in the generation of the universe: define the obsolescence of the listed bodies while keeping them
- Impossibility to add celestial bodies whose version is incompatible

**Bug fixes / Modifications:**

- Some translation bugs fixed
- The link in the password change request email redirected to the old domain name

**0.4.2-beta:**
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- Improved hosting for more storage capacity
- Translate all words into a data storage, allowing for community support

**Bug fixes / Modifications:**

- Prevent the sending of a form without URL or when it is not a URL with regular expressions
- When selecting a star that has no parent, the parent was empty (record "no parents" for example)

**0.4.1-beta:**
- Add a description field
- Display the default screenshot if there is no imported screenshot
- Add storage and then display the Space Engine URL link is added
  - Simply hover your mouse over the screenshot of the star and click on GO VISIT
  - Displays a popup indicating that you need Space Engine 0.990 to visit the stars
- Display the name of the author of the record, otherwise display an anonymous author
- Minor update of the HELP section

**Bug fixes / Modifications :**

- If you are already logged in and click on a password change link in an email, it displays the email sending page or the form even if you don't have access to it in theory because you are logged in
- The dashes appeared behind the text on the downloaded form

**0.4-beta : ACCOUNT UPDATE**

- Creation of the CONNECTION section :
• Creation of the registration page, accessible from the CONNECTION section
• Added password modification by email

- Adding administrator tools:
  • When flying over the members, the hover color corresponds to the member’s rank
  • Possibility to modify the permissions of a member or to delete him with confirmation
  • Possibility to consult the existing sheets, the indicated sheets (0.6-beta) and to delete only the screenshot or even the sheet

- Add a member account (no profile or list of bodies for the moment)

**Bug fixes / Modifications:**

- Changed the default navigation bar color to purple for better visibility to user accounts
- From now on, the screenshot is optional. It may be added later by a member registered in a future version
- Display of upload errors has been adjusted
- Display of mail errors has been fixed

**Post Scriptum:**

Check your spam box if you don’t see any mail in your mailbox!
And for the moment, there is no moderator account so administrators shouldn’t put a moderator for the moment

**0.3.3-beta:**

- Add text to the screenshot display location
- Added three non-accessible sections: news, report and connection (be released “soon”)
- Adding text in the Help section

**Bug fixes / Modifications:**

- When importing a new body following a previous import, the screenshot was displayed behind the message
- Fixed a redirection bug in the pages in the Explorer section
- Minor improvement of the appearance of the navigation bar

**0.3.2-beta:**
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- Add the display of the records
- Make the sheets downloadable
- Possibility to display a record immediately after its creation
- Set display during upload by merging the home page and the upload response

**Bug fixes / Modifications:**

- Adapt the name of the downloaded files with the language
- Improve the display of page numbers
- Display on several pages the list of archived stars
- Overall graphic improvement

**0.3.1-beta:**

- Use of the URL generated by Space Engine and a screenshot to create a sheet
- Consultation of the referenced bodies in descending order of addition
- Display the card of a star with the possibility of downloading it
- Short help page